
Assessment Prep with Kognity
IBDP History

What is this guide for?

This guide is designed to help you 
make the most out of Kognity as a tool 
to prepare students for success both 
in formative assessments and IBDP 
exam preparation.

Below you will find some ways teachers can use Kognity’s resources to successfully 
prepare their students for IBDP History assessment components. Click on each picture 

to explore more in Kognity History!

How does Kognity help with assessment preparation for IBDP History?

John Hattie

“Think of feedback as 
received, not given.”

According to John Hattie, Professor of Education and Director of 
the Melbourne Educational Research Institute at the University of 
Melbourne, Australia, feedback is an important driver for improving 
teaching and learning. Formative assessments play a large role in 
consistent feedback throughout the year as students prepare for 
their IBDP exams. Kognity provides efficient tools for immediate 
feedback to both the student and teacher.

For students:

Students can test their problem solving, interpretation and analysis skills in 
History through completing worked examples and receiving immediate 
feedback on their responses. In addition, at the end of each section, 
students can complete section questions that are auto-graded, allowing 
them to receive feedback right away on their progress.

For teachers:

Teachers get immediate feedback on their students’ progress through the 
Textbook and Questions data, located on the Insights page. Here, teachers 
can view a visual representation of student quiz and assignment scores. 
Teachers can then easily identify those students who need help, which 
makes intervention fast and efficient.

https://visible-learning.org/john-hattie/
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How does Kognity help with formative assessments?

Revision Quizzes

Exit Tickets

Kognity’s question assignments can be used as revision quizzes for review at the end 

of a unit. Teachers can drill students on specific techniques and tools using multiple 

examples. All question assignments are auto-graded, so students and teachers can 

immediately receive the results. Teachers can then revise any common mistakes before 

starting to teach new content.

Exit tickets are a great type of formative assessment. At the end of class, students 

respond to a series of questions pertaining to the lesson to consolidate their knowledge 

and understanding. At the end of every History section are section questions, which 

teachers can set at the conclusion of the lesson. These questions are auto-graded, so 

both the students and the teacher get the results immediately.



How does Kognity help with formative assessments?

Notebook and Checklists

Exam Practice Tasks

Kognity’s notebook feature allows students to make their own notes and print out if 

necessary for consolidation. Students can use the notebook feature when they are 

performing self-assessment of knowledge and understanding at the end of each chapter 

with the checklists.

Kognity provides exam-style 

questions, marks schemes and 

model answers that teachers can 

use in a variety of different ways with 

their students. For example, teachers 

can go over a practice paper as a 

class, write the answer together, and 

focus on examiner comments.



How does Kognity help with formative assessments?

Self-Study

To provide students with resources for self-directed active recall study, use strength tests 

and battles. Students can also use self-assessment checklists before a test or exam to 

help students identify areas of weakness.



How does Kognity help with IB Assessment Preparation?

Internal Assessment

Kognity is useful for the Internal 

Assessment in that it allows the 

students to look ahead to things they 

will be studying. The links/sources/

references often provide an easy 

entry into possible subjects for the IA.

The incorporation of videos and interactive resources often spark student curiosity and 

interest, which is important when students are trying to come up with a topic for their IA. 

Having the resources listed at the end of the section helps them go deeper into research 

for their topic.

The IA section itself is well set up and has links to practical sources (such as Purdue’s 

OWL guide to citations) The ‘important’ boxes help provide an overview of a lot of crucial 

points (such as the 10 year rule).

The IA section has simplified explanations of the three parts of the IA that connect to 

familiar tasks for a student in identifying cross connections and transfer skills between 

different IB assessment components in History.



How does Kognity help with IB Assessment Preparation?

Paper 1

Papers 2 and 3

To prepare for Paper 1 skills, the class can practise each type of question together as a 

class, then in groups, then individually, and finally as a summative assessment. Students 

can spend a lesson working on one type of Paper 1 question (i.e. OPCVL, Compare and 

contrast, etc.) Teachers can use the sources embedded in the text for Paper 1 practice, or 

use the exam style questions as well.

For Papers 2 and 3, teachers could set possible essay questions for each section using 

‘exam-style assignments’ and specifying that students or groups write only a thesis 

statement, an outline, or a full at-home essay for proper scaffolding. The exam style 

questions include tips and techniques on Paper 2 success, example answers and mark 

schemes to give students as much support as possible.


